Abstract-By introducing an over-segmentation algorithm into the conditional model (CM), we propose a new region-based CM model (R-CM), and investigate its performance on semantic segmentation of images. In order to incorporate structure information of objects, we segment an image into regions by using an over-segmentation algorithm. Based on the results of CM model, we first consider assigning all pixels in one region with the same label, and then other feature potentials are included to counteract the influence of false over-segmentation. We compare our results to related work on the Olive & Torralba database and show that aside from improved accuracy of the whole database, our model obtains a perceptual improvement, with boundary of different objects correctly labeled.
INTRODUCTION
Semantic segmentation of objects in multi-class images has been attracting more and more research attention recently [1] - [4] .Different from object recognition methods, which aim to recognize a single object [5] - [ll] , semantic segmentation methods attempt to perform concurrent multiclass object recognition and to classify all pixels in an image. Joint detection and segmentation of a single object class has been achieved by several authors [8] , [9] , whose works however cannot cope with arbitrary viewpoints or severe occlusion.
In this paper, by introducing an over-segmentation algorithm into the CM model, we propose a new regionbased CM model called R-CM model, and show its effectiveness on multi-class images with arbitrary viewpoints and occlusion. We investigate our model on the Olive & Torralba database, which consists of 2688 images labeled with 15 classes: water, sky, mountain, tree, grass, road, sidewalk, building, rock, snow, sand, plant, car, sign and person. We split the Olive & Torralba database randomly into 15% training, 15% validation and 70% test sets. Some example images and their corresponding groundtruth annotations from the Olive & Torralba database are shown in Fig. 1 . Colors show categories in the groundtruth of the images.
II. CM MODEL
We construct a conditional model (CM) to incorporate both local features such as appearance and longer range information as contextual information. The conditional probability of the class label c t of pixel / in a given image X is defined as ^( C ,|X;e)xexp{r"" re ( C "X;e 0 )
. rtexture-env / v. A \ i rlocation / ,\ n \") +/ 0^X;8 1 ) + / (<^;9 2 )} 9 = {9 0 ,9 19 9 2 } are the model parameters that we estimate from training data. In the following discussion, parameters in every potential / is omitted for clarity and will be introduced separately hereinafter.
A. Texture potential
The texture potential f texture j s usec [ to represent appearance of objects. We first convolve the training images with a 17-dimensional filter-bank [12] including scaled Gaussians, x and y derivatives of Gaussians and Laplacians of Gaussians, and then employ the unsupervised K-means (K=400) clustering on the filter responses. By assigning each pixel of the images to the nearest cluster center, we finally get the texture maps. Texture potential f texture {p., X)
is defined as
where {w 0 ,a 0 } forms 9 0 and N ct is the number of pixels of class c i with texture t in all images in the training set, while N t is the total number of pixels with texture t in those images. 
B. Texture-environment potential
The second potential f texture~env ( c .,X) is named textureenvironment potential because it reflects the textureenvironment of pixel / (including contextual information of different textures of one object and those of other objects in an image), while ignoring the texture of pixel / itself. The texture-environment potential is topologically equivalent to shape-texture potential y/ t (c i , X; 6 ) (= log P t (c. | X)) in [ 1 ] .
The classification confidence P t (c j | X) in this paper is obtained by similar feature-selecting method described in Parameters Q l of the normalized distribution P i {c i | X) = = ---are learned as follows. Feature 2^c exp//(c ) response at location i is the count of pixels with texture t within a rectangle randomly chosen from 100 rectangles whose four corners are chosen at random within a fixed 200 X 200 pixel wide bounding box centered in pixel /. Then using Joint-Boosting algorithm of [1] , [13] , a strong classifier H(c) is built as a sum of M (M = 500) weak classifiers, each of which is a decision stump based on a threshold feature response and is shared among a set of classes.
C. Location potential
The dependence of the class label on the absolute location of the pixel in the image is also considered in this paper. We obtain this dependence through the location potential f locatwn ?
which we define as
where {w l , a x } forms 6 2 and N c , is the number of pixels of class c. at normalized location / in all images in the training set, while N t is the total number of pixels at location / in those images. In this paper, during training and validation, real labels are given. Weights w n are all included in their corresponding functions f n ( f texture , f exture~env and f locatlon )
and are treated as part of parameters of the functions. While feature potential functions are separately estimated during training, the weights are obtained during validation. Given a set of parameters learned for the CM model, the result class label c* of pixel / is the labeling that maximizes the conditional probability in (1).
III. R-CM MODEL
The pixel wise recognition and segmentation by the CM model have not sufficiently considered the structure informa-tion of objects. Consequently in this section, we introduce regions to incorporate structure information of objects into our model. We first briefly summarize an oversegmentation algorithm by which we segment an image into regions in section A. Then, based on the conditional probability P x (c i | X; 6) obtained by the CM model, we present the R-CM model in section B.
A. Over-segmentation Algorithm
We segment an image into r regions by the oversegmentation algorithm described in [14] , which is briefly summarized as follows. We take a graph-based approach to segment. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertices v.eF, the set of elements to be segmented, and edges (v., v ; ) e E corresponding to pairs of neighboring vertices. Each edge (v n v.)eE has a corresponding weight W((v n Vj))
, a non-negative measure of the dissimilarity between neighboring elements v. andv . Different from that in the weight in this paper is defined as 
We define the internal difference of a region RcVas 
M^.) + r/|^|)
Here \R\ denotes the size of R, and Int(R) = 0 when |^| =1.
T is some constant parameter, and a larger r causes a preference for larger regions. In this paper, we use r =150. Algorithm The input is a graph G = (V; E) with n vertices and m edges. The output is a segmentation of V into regions Fig. 2 , where each region in an image is assigned a random color. In this paper, the minimum allowed \R\ is 80 pixels.
B. R-CMModel
The pixel wise recognition and segmentation by CM have not sufficiently considered the structure information of objects. We originally considered labeling all pixels in a region as the same category, however, as shown in Fig. 2 , there exists some false over-segmentation in the algorithm, i.e., parts of different objects are segmented to one region. For instance, in the fourth column, trees and part of building are segmented into one region. Therefore, we further include pixel-wise features to counteract the influence of the false over-segmentation and to propose a new model called R-CM. Here, the new conditional probability of the class label c j of pixel / in a given image X is redefined as P 2 ( Cl | X;0) x exp{-^2>g,Pife | X;0)
+ f texture (c t , X; 6> 0 ) + f locatlon (c t , i; 6 2 ) where / e R k . ^ R denotes summation of P x over all pixels in region R k .Parameters in this model are the same with those in (1). The result class label c of pixel / is the labeling that maximizes the conditional probability in (9).
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In this paper, each potential is separately trained using piecewise training [15] for efficiency. The weights of different features can be traded off against each other. Parameters 9 0 , 9 2 are manually selected within integrals to minimize the error on the training and validation set. While feature potential functions Q x , a x , a 2 are separately estimated during training, the weights w 0 , w 2 are obtained during validation. We select 9 0 ={2,1} , 9 2 ={2,1} in this paper. Fig. 3 , along with their original images in the first column. It is shown that most parts of the images are well recognized and segmented. Aside from improved semantic segmentation, our R-CM model obtains better recognition and segmentation result along the boundary of objects. Besides, as shown in the second row, segmentation within one category (water) obtains better perceptual result.
In Fig. 3 , example results of poor recognition are also presented. In the third row, part of tree is recognized as mountain. It is because in the groundtruth of Olive & Torralba database, most trees of smaller scale in the scene of mountain are labeled as mountain in stead of tree (as shown in the second image of Fig. 1 ). However, most part of this image is correctly recognized.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce an over-segmentation algorithm into the CM model to improve its performance on semantic segmentation. We first assign all pixels in one region the same label and then, by using conditional probability of these regions and including other pixel-wise feature potentials, we construct the R-CM model. We investigate our model on semantic segmentation on the Olive & Torralba database. Comparison results of different methods indicate that our models outperform Johnson's work. The results show that not only the overall recognition accuracy of 15 classes is improved but more significantly, our R-CM model gains greatly improved perceptual result.
